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1. Introduction
Noether theorem [8] concerning with symmetries of the action integral or its
generalization (Bessel-Hagen [2]) with those up to divergence plays an effective role
for discovering conservation laws from the Lagrangian or the Hamiltonian structures

of considering problem. In our previous paper [9], the theorem was carried into a
consideration of a complete monopolist who behaves himself to maximize the profit
over a period of time [O, T]:

S,T (xp - c(x))dt,

where C(x) is a cost function of his demand x = D(P(t), p(t)) (P = dp/dt) for producing
and selling a single good of price p(t) at time t. However, via the application of a
suitable version of Noether theorem to the composite variational principle, the new

operative procedure for the laws has been given by Caviglia [3, 5] and after then
analyzed with various viewpoints by Mimura and N6no [6, 7].
In this paper, in contrast with Noether theorem, the procedure can be applied
effectively for the maximizing problem of a profit with constant rate p:

S,' e-p'(xp - c(x))dt,

in which the original Lagrangian L(P, p) = xp - C(x) is generalized as

(1) Z(P, p, t) == e-ptL(P, p).
Similarly as in [9], the Lagrangian L(P, p) is assumed to be quadratic with respect

to P. It can be reduced to that obtained from the couples of demand and cost
functions :

1 - act

6 + cct

D(P,p)=ap+bP+corD(P,p)=- -- p-bP-- --,
ct ct
c(x) = ctx2 + 6x +7;
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D(P, p) == lii.r Å} Mfbp + K,
(3)

C(x) == ctx2 + x

'

where a, b, c, ct, /3, 7, co, T, K are all constants and abctco 7E O; in which the couple of

the former of D's and C in (2) was given by Allen [1] for the maximizing problem.

2. New derivation of conservation laws
Our discussion for discovering conserved quantities (first integrals) of the
Euler-Lagrange equation with given Lagrangian Z(P, p, t):

(4) 5,(-oa-iLsN)-giLAi'--pzOs;,Lr,-+paOp.2aZp+oap2oZ,--oOtLN=o

will begin with the theorem 6 in [6] (cf. [4], Theorem 3.2; [5], Theorem), which is
reduced for the Lagrangian Z(P, p, t) as follows:
THEoREM 1. For given Lagrangian Z(P, p, t), let gi(P, p, t) and e2(P, p, t) satisfy
the equation

(s) g,2?Z2,g+2:l,,(SiL;)g,f+(211,(Sl.2,Z,)-bo)21)c.,o
on solution to (4). Then the .following conserved quantity S;2 of (4) is constructed:

(6) g == bO--Bt:(c, di,2 - 4, dtri},!)
Particularly for C=P, the left hand side of (5) is written as
p,O,IL,ny+p:l,(,O,IL;)+p(:1(,a,2,Z,)-,O,2?)

..:7,(,S2g+,,a,2,Z,..,O,2,L'",-SL"')-211,(,O,2iA',).:l,(g.,L'")-,,a,2,Z,-,g,21

=2:,(::(SL'.')-:LiN)-ad,(,O,itL'V,-).ba,-23,,

in which, for the Lagrangian of the form (1), the identity follows

-2:,(,O,2-,L",)+,a,2,LA",=-p(2:,(e-p'846)-e-p'giLi)
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-p(2,(g,?)-g-,;)
Therefore 4 :P satisfies the equation (5) on solution to (4). So, P is substituted for
4i in (6), while 42 is left in (6) as e2=4, and then the resulting term (a2L/OP2)•
(dC,/dt) == P02L/OP2 is rewritten by (4) to conclude:
THEoREM 2. For given Lagrangian Z(P, p, t) == e-"'L(P, p), let 4(P, p, t) satisfy the

equation (5) on solution to (4). Then the .fbllowing conserved quantitJv of (4) is
eonstructed:

(7) 9=Pli.?:irm+(P,O,.2,Z,+,Op2bL'IV-S,Z)c
Now, in the Lagrangian Z(P, p, t) = e-"'L(P, p), assume that L(P, p) takes the form

(8) L(P, p) = kP2 + (rp + s)P+ lp2 + mp +n (k, r, s, l, m, n: const., k iL O).
Then, in the theorem 2, the equation (5) is reduced to

d24 dC

(9) 2k diE- -2kp -

dt-(2i+ rp)4 =- O,

and the conserved quantity (7) is also to

(lo) g- (2kp d-d5 -(2kpp + (21+ rp)p +m+ sp)4)eTp'
Since the characteristic polynomial of (9) has the roots

gÅ}!P,]-+51-+(•
by putting

(ii) A=fi where a=!94-3+Sltl+i(J,
the independent solutions of (9) can be determined as

(iii =: e('Z'P12)', (Iii2 =ent(A-p!2)', if aÅro;
42i = ePti2 sin Zt, e22 = ePt!2 cos At, if aÅqO;

43i =ePtf2, 432=teP'f2, if a=O.
These solutions are carried into (10), according to the case of a, to have the final
conclusion :
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THEoREM 3. For given Lagrangian Z(P, p, t) = e-P'L(P, p) with L(P, p) of (8), there
exist the following pairs qf conserved quantities

9ii I9i2=(2kAP+f)e-(2+p12)t,
= (2kAP -f)e(Amp!2)t,

if oÅrO;

(2kZPsin
cosAtAt+fcos
-fsin At)e-pt!2,
Zt)e-pt!2, if `' Åq O;
IS22i
922 ==
= (2kAP

931
= fe-pt12,
[932
=(2kP-tf)e-ptf2,

if a=: O;

where f= kpP + (21+ rp)p+m+ sp. Moreover, assuming that 21+ rp lO, P and be
eliminated respectively in each pair of the quantities 9ii and 9i2 (i = 1, 2, 3) to obtain

the tral'ectories p =p(t) of the Euler-Lagrange equation (4):

p== Aie(A'Pf2)'+A2e-(A-P!2)'-po, if o-Åro;
p == (Ai(cos Zt - 2Pz sm 2t) + A2 (sm Zt + 2Pz cos Zt)) epti2 - po, if oÅqo,

p= (Ait+A2) e"tf2-po, if a== O;
where Ai and A2 are arbitrarJv constants and po = (m + sp)/(21+ rp).

REMARK 1. The first pair in the theorem 3 is rewritten as
k(2A
- p)P - (21 - rp)p = 9,,eM(Z-P12)' + m + sp,
[
k(2Z + p)P + (21 + rp)p = si?,,e(A'"12)' - m - sp,

whose coeMcients of P and p have the determinant

k(2A-p) -21-rp
== 4k2 (21 + rp),
k(2Z+p) 21+rp
and similarly 2kZ(21 + rp) and - 2k(21 + rp) according respectively to the second and

the third ones. So that, since klO and A= Viol, P can be eliminated to determine
p in each pair whenever 21 + rp : O.
If 21 + rp =O (this turns into the case of a = (p/2)2 År O), since 2 : Vr3T == lpl/2,

according to the signs of p;O, the quantity 9n or 9i2 in the couple 9ii (i= 1, 2)
is reduced to

S2i2 == (2kpP+m+sp)e-Pt, if pÅrO,

9ii == -(2kpP+m+sp)e'Pt, if pÅqo,
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while the partners are T(m+sp) for pÅrÅq O. Consequently, whenever plO, P is
wrltten as

p= Aept - M+ SP (A : const),
2kp
which is integrated to obtain the trajectory

p= . M+ SP t+ A, ept + A2 (Al, A2: const.).

2kp
Moreover, in addition, if p= O, i.e.,l= O, the quantity 932 is reduced to
932 = 2kP - mt, i.e., p = -l!!- t + 932 ,

2k 2k
(while 93i : m), which determines the trajectory

p= -IIIu t2 + A,t+ A, (Ai, A2: const•)•

4k
REMARK 2. Particularly let p=O. Then the pairs of the conserved quantities
for a= l/kÅrO and a= l/kÅqO in the theorem 3 are reduced respectively to
9?iIS2?2=(2kZP+21p+.),-zt,
=: (2kAP - 21p - m)eZ',

if aÅrO;

{iii';:i21;.g,1:,A,t.-,12ts.'.m,)s.21:: if..,,

which, in view of l/A == Å} kA(o ÅrÅq O), lead to the conserved quantities obtained in ([9],

Theorem 1) by multiplying 1/(2kZ).

3. Conservation laws in the maximizing problem
Theorem 3 is now applied to the Lagrangian Z(P, p, t)=e-P'L(P, p), in which,
by the couple of demand and cost functions of (2) or (3), the Lagrangian L(P, p) =
xp - C(x) is given as (8) with the respective coeMcients (refer to [9], p. 11):

for(2):Ii.-,'.II,bicta.;,=.bL',12:,'&S.=,,E,bi2.C.ct-",9'-,,-,, or

k == cttu, r= - ctT, s= O,
for (3):

4ct2K - 1

l= ,m== O,n=-7.

4ct
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Under the circumstances, a of (11) is reduced respectively to

a(act bctp2
- 1) + 2p(2act - 1)

(12) fOr (2): O= b,. + 4b. ,Or
4ct2K - 1 p2 co - 2pT

a3) for (3): a= 4.,. + 4. •
And, in view of (21+ rp)/(2k) = a-p2/4 in (11), i.e.,

2i21:z"P = v'Ei -4(lll}, if oÅro;
212;izrp=-"./=-6r-41Jfl2z;i, if oÅqo;

2i+rp=- kP2, ifa==o;
2
the function f in the theorem 3 is rewritten as

2{z -= 2(l7sip+(VEF-4(;;)p+ liliv',6P, if oÅro;

2-fk"z'=2f:;P-(V=a+4t/1-i)p+2:et• ifaÅqo;

t=pp-p2 p+M+ SP, if a=o,

k 2k

Moreover, by putting

- . p2 m+SP
2k

a == pp - p+ ------- ,
which has the appearance

(i4) for (2): =- ==p(p-gp+ 2Cctb.+ 6)+ (2Cct +b,6.)"-C, or

as) for (3): =• -=p(p-gp),
it follows that

2{z=N/6rp+2S, if aÅro;
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2fi--vTip+2e, ifoÅqo;

k

t==-, if a=O.

These characters are used for the calculation of the conserved quantities 9ij/(2kA) for
o ÅrÅq O and S23j/k fora=:O(i,j= 1, 2). Thus the theorem 3 can be reviewed as follows:

THEoREM 4. Let a complete monopolist have the couple of demand and the cost
functions of (2) or (3). Then, in his behavior of maximizing the proLfit over a period
of time with the Lagrangian Z(P, p, t) = e-P'(xp - C(x)), there exist the following pairs
of conserved quantities
='ii = (P - viT.p - 2{li;;i)e(vu-pi2)t,

='i2 == (P + J.p+ 2S)e-(Va+pi2)t,

if oÅrO;

=.2i = (P cos V=it + (vELEIp - 2e. o) sin V=it)e-pt12,
='22 = (P sin v/=6rt - (•v/-=6 p + 2 Ifl.iiiii}i. ) cos ./=-6 t)e-pti2,

if oÅqO;

='3i = ='e-Pt!2,
='32 == 2P - t=.e-pt!2,

where o and =' are of the forms (12) and (14) for (2), or of the forms (13) and (15)
for (3), respectively. Mo reover, ass um ing 2a (a ct - 1) + bp (2act - 1) i O in (2) or

2ct2(2K-pT) 7E 1 in (3), the trojectories p=p(t) for the maximizing problem are
determined completely as

p=: Ale(VU+P12)'+A2e-(Vii-P/2)'-po, if oÅrO,
p = (Ai(cos vi-=it - 2Vli i; sin V=6J t)

if oÅqO,

+ A2(sin N/7tt + 2e. u cos x/=-+io t)) epti2 - p,,

p= (Ait+A2)eP'12-po, if o.. o;
where po is the constant
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for (2): p, .. (2Cct + 6) (" +`b-P-). =rC , .,

2a(act - 1) + bp(2act - 1)

for (3): po = O.
REMARK 3. Consider the case of 21 + rp = O, i. e., 2a(act - 1) + bp (2act - 1) = O
in (2) or 2ct2(2K- Tp) ==1 in (3). Then, as seen in the remark 1, the trajectories are

determined respectively as

(2cct - 6) (a + bp) -c
for (2):

for (3) [

P= - 2b2ctp -- t+ Aie"t

+ A2, if p 7E o,

p,. (2ect ibg)cta-ct2+A,t+A,, if p=o, act=1;

p= A, eP'+A,, if p7! O,

p== A,t+A,, if p== O, 4ct2K=1.

REMARK 4. Particularly let p = O. Then a of (12) or (13) is reduced respectively to

a(act - 1) 4ct2K -1

o= b2 ct or a= -- 4ct2tu- '',
and =. of (14) or (15) is also respectively to

=.=(2c-ct- Å}. 6)a-C ., =- ..o.
b2 ct
Therefore, in the reduction, the pairs of conserved quantities ='ii and ='i2 (i = 1, 2) in

the theorem 3 lead to those obtained in ([9], Theorem 2, in which the denominators
of the fractions in ='2i and ='22 for the case (i) with o År O or a Åq O should be multiplied

by 2, and the minus sign in =.22 for the case (ii) with aÅrO should be replaced with
plus sign).
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